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ABSTRACT
Velocity fields in rectangular shallow reservoirs with different length-to-width and expansion ratios were investigated in an experimental study, to
ate the effect of geometry on the flow field. A wide range of combinations of these two non-dimensional geometric parameters were tested at
hydraulic conditions. Ultrasound velocity profilers were used to measure the horizontal velocity components across the entire reservoir surface,
ing for the visualization of streamlines and of the instantaneous and average velocities. Five different types of flow patterns were identified, de!)endiI1lg
on the values of the length-to-width ratio and expansion ratio of the reservoir. Asymmetrical flow patterns were found to develop for certain
nations of these geometric parameters despite the perfect reservoir symmetry. A critical comparison of these new experimental results with those
other works is provided.
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1 Introduction

The effects of the length-ta-width ratio and of the expansion
ratio, defined as the ratio between reservoir and inlet channel
widths, on the flow pattern developing in a reservoir are not
yet fully understood. Large-scale turbulent structures are
strongly influenced by geometry (Versteeg and Malalasekera
1995) generating an asymmetric flow field despite a perfect
reservoir symmetry for certain geometric and hydraulic
conditions (Kantoush 2008).

The correct identification of the flow pattern, and a quantifi
cation of the velocities characterizing the main jet, the eddies
and the recirculation zones, is important for engineering appli
cations. Typical problems include sedimentation in shallow
reservoirs (Kantoush and Schleiss 2009), Combined Sewer
Overflow storage chambers (Stovin and Saul 1994) or settling
tanks (Frey et at. 1993). As velocity govems the mechanisms

of transport, sedimentation and re-suspension of the inflow, its
accurate assessment would allow to predict the preferential sedi
mentation zones, leading to improved reservoir management.
Precise flow-field characterization is also essential for
priate design and management of aquaculture tanks (Oca et
2004), since the presence ofdead zones with low water exchange
would be detrimental to fish habitats. Furthermore, the flow
pattern affects the actual detention time, and consequently the
efficiency of shallow ponds, wetlands (Persson 2000) and
dredged material containment areas (Thackston et at. 1987).

Persson and Wittgren (2003) conducted numerical investigations
of detention systems, focusing on the quantification ofdetention
time and effective volume. However, only the length-to-width
ratio effect was analysed, without accounting for the combined
influence of the expansion ratio.

Spreading of a plane turbulent jet into a quiet shallow water
body was studied by Giger et al. (1991) for an infinitely-wide
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3 UVP measurements

Velocity measurements were made to investigate the horizontal
velocity field. Since the reservoir depth is much smaller than
its horizontal characteristic length scale (h IL < < I), the vertical
velocity component can be neglected, as typical for shallow
free surface flows (Vreugdenhil 1994); this assumption was
also confinned by additional model measurements.

A horizontal movable square grid of1m x I m equipped with 8
UVP transducers (2 MHz) allowed to measure the horizontal
velocity components u and v along the transducer axis, four
placed along the x direction and four along the y direction
(Figure I), The maximum distance from the instruments was
723 mm based on the velocity range recordable by the transducer
of ± 0.189 mls (Metflow 2002). The horizontal velocity vectors
were detennined at the 16 points formed at the intersections
between the velocity profiles recorded by each transducer
(Camnasio et al. 2010). The distance between each measurement
point was "-' 24 cm. Each transducer acquired 150 velocity profiles
during 80 s; these can be considered to represent the instantaneous
velocity, However, the profiles were automatically subdivided by
the acquisition software in 15 subsets, resulting in 15 average
velocit maps, showing the velocity vector in each of the 16
points of intersection between the velocity profiles of the
transducers grid. The final map of the average velocity field was
obtained by averaging the 15 velocity maps. After having acquired
the data at one reservoir location, the grid was moved to the next
position, thus covering step-by-step the entire reservoir surface.
For the largest reservoir configuration of 6 m x 4 m, 24 grid
positions were necessmy, corresponding to 384 measurement
points regularly distributed all over the reservoir. Therefore, the
recorded velocity field was in principle not instantaneous, but
the steady flow condition (constant discharge and depth) and the

Movable square
lor horizontal

measured horizontal

Rin 4pV;nhl fL 112,000 (Chanson 1999). The non-dimen-
sional inlet water depth is hib 0.80.

2 Experimental set-up

The experiments were carried out at the Laboratory of Hydraulic
Constructions (LCH) of Ecole Polytechnique Federale de
Lausanne (EPFL). The test facility was a rectangular shallow
PVC reservoir with a smooth flat bottom of maximum depth
OJ m, maximum length L = 6 m and maximum width B =

4 m. The inlet and outlet free surface channels were b =
0.25 111 wide and 11m long, i.e. IIh 5. The limited inlet
length did not allow the development of a fully-turbulent vel
ocity profile. A honeycomb was placed at the inlet to generate
a nearly uniform velocity distribution over the entire cross
section, Both channels were placed, respectively, at the centre
of up- and downstream reservoir sides. Movable PVC
walls were allowed to adjust length L and width B, to obtain
ratios of IIB between 0.5 and 12, and expansion ratios

to 16. The basin was fed with a constant discharge
The water depth h was controlled a flap

downstream channel end.
h 0.20 m

expansion, Most published research concems sudden plane
expansions of infinite length (Abbott and Kline 1962), thereby
neglecting the effect of the length-to-width ratio on the flow
pattem, which strongly influences the onset offlow-field instabil
ity, An increase of the length-to-width ratio can lead to stable
asymmetric flow at a constant Reynolds number, as demon
strated by Mizushima and Shiotani (2001) and Dewals et af.

(2008), Existing literature mainly focuses on pressurized flow,
both in laminar (Durst et af. 1974, Cherdron et af. 1978) and tur
bulent (Aloui and Souhar 2000) conditions. For example, the
effect of the Reynolds number on the transition from symmetric
to asymmetric flow pattem was studied. A comprehensive
review of turbulent sudden plane expansions is provided by
Escudier et af. (2002).

This research presents experimental results carried out in a
rectangular free surface shallow reservoir. It completes the
tests of Kantoush et al. (2006) on the same laboratOly facility
and allows for a thorough assessment of the types of flow
pattems which develop in a shallow reservoir as a function of
its length-to-width ratio and expansion ratio, for fixed hydraulic
conditions. A comparison with recent results obtained in a
similar experimental facility at Liege University (Dufresne
et af. 201 Oa, 201 Ob) is also presented. While their experiments
focused on reattachment length, the present study aims to
measure velocity by Ultrasound Velocity Profilers (UVP). The
two horizontal velocity components were measured over the
entire reservoir, thus allowing a description of the large coherent
eddies. The pre-existing experimental database conceming the
types offlow pattems in a shailow reservoir was widely extended
and enriched by these new measurements.
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Figure 2 Classification of symmetrical (SO and SI), asymmetrical
and A2), unstable (AI/SI) and channel-like (CH-L) flow
resulting from EPFL tests by Kantoush (2008) and Camnasio
study), and from Dufresne et al. (201Oa) under identical test COflditilons
for Rin = 112,000, Fin = 0.10 and hlb 0.8

of the geometrical effect on flow patterns, because J\..2llltl:lWm

tests concerned only eight configurations, with fixed values
L = 6 m and B varying between 0.5 and 4 m, or B = 4 m
L varying between 3 and 6 m. In contrast, the present
cover the entire range of combinations of reservoir widths
lengths feasible at the LCH facility, allowing the analyses
the combined effects of LIB and Bib. Figure 2 can be divided
into three main zones, corresponding to different flow patterns:

• Channel-like flow (CH-L), characterized by the smallest range
of expansion ratios (maximum Bib = 2, corresponding to B

= 0.5 m), independent from reservoir length L. This flow
field has no large recirculation zones, except for two
eddies on both sides of the inflow jet. The flow field across
most of the reservoir is one-dimensional, characterized by a
constant velocity profile. This type of flow field was observed
also by Abbott and Kline (1962), who found that an asymme
trical flow pattern develops if Bib> 2.67. However, their
tests were such that the length L of the expanded reservoir
portion could be considered infinite with respect to the expan
sion width B, so that the effect ofthe length-to-width ratio had
not been analysed.

• Symmetric flow (SO and S1) generated for sufficiently small
LIB. The critical threshold LIB value below which a stable
symmetric flow field develops is a function ofBib; the critical
LIB value decreases with Bib. The threshold is identified in
Fig. 2 by the dashed line corresponding to the critical non
dimensional shape parameter T = LI[(B - b)06·b°.4] = 4.09
of Dufresne et al. (20 lOa). This was confirmed by the
present tests (Fig. 2). Within the symmetric flow region, two
subsets are identified, namely the two-eddies flow field
which develops if LIB::: 1, and the four-eddies flow field
S1, which develops otherwise. The symmetric flow fields SO
and S1 are characterized by a main

to the outlet
eddies

For the SO flow

4 Experimental results

macroscopic steadiness ofthe flow patterns guaranteed the steadi
ness of the recorded average velocity fields. Longer measurement
durations would be necessary in the future to identifY more
accurately the effective mean velocities, and not only the time
averaged quantities here presented. By matching the average
velocity maps to the reference coordinate system of the reservoir,
the average horizontal velocity field was obtained: it allowed
to classifY the different types of flow patterns as a function of
reservoir geometry, indicating also quantitative information on
the intensity and the direction of velocity vectors.

A narrow band 0.4 m wide along the reservoir perimeter could
not be experimentally investigated, due to practical problems in
grid positioning. However, this portion is negligible compared
with the entire reservoir surface. Note that UVP measurements
are an invasive method, since transducers are submerged into
water, yet in this case the transducer presence did not affect the
measured flow fields. Since velocities are small, the transducer
influences velocity data only within its vicinity, whose radius
is much smaller than the distance of the first measurement
point from the transducer. Horizontal velocity vectors at
various heights z from the reservoir bottom (z = 0.01, 0.06,
0.11,0.18 m) and in several reservoir locations were measured,
to define the average shape of the vertical profile versus distance
z. Since the average velocity profile is logarithmic, it was decided
to set the UVP transducers at height z 0.08 m (OAh), so that
the measured velocity represents the mean velocity (Graf and
Altinakar 2008).

UVP measurements of the vertical velocity component w(z)

were carried out as well, as the flmv is in principle not completely
two-dimensional (Abbott and Kline 1962, Casarsa and Gianatta
sio 2008). To apply the shallow-water theory, the order of
magnitude of the vertical velocity must be inferior or equal to
the order of magnitude of the product between the horizontal
velocity scale and hiL (Pedlosky 1979). In the present case,
hlL = 0(10-2

), the horizontal velocity scale is 0(10- 1
) mis,

so the vertical velocity component must be of the order of
some mm/s, as confirmed by measurements. Therefore, the
horizontal velocity components are sufficient to describe the
main characteristics of the reservoir flow field, in particular
the large-scale turbulent structures, which have a vertical axis.
These turbulent structures have dimensions of the order of the
reservoir length scale L, they contain the main portion of the
kinetic energy and depend on the geometric boundary conditions
(Versteeg and Malalasekera 1995).
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downstream part of the main jet. In contrast, for symmetric flow

fields, especially for SO flow (Fig. 3c), the jet diffusion is

smaller, and the velocity remains nearly constant and high at

~ 120 mmls along the main jet, with high velocity gradients

between the main jet and the recirculation zones.

For all cases, the recirculation core is characterized by vel

ocities of the order of ~ 10 mmls. For flow fields A I, SO and

S1, the velocities are near to the theoretical average velocity

(Vnd ~ 1) in the core of the eddies, while velocities are

more than ten times higher than ""·CS along the main jet.

However, an approximately unifonn velocity distribution over

the entire cross-section (i.e. a plug-flow condition) results for

the A2 flow pattern (Fig. 3d), beyond an initial asymmetry of

the main jet at the reservoir entrance.

It is concluded that a stable symmetric flow field exists only

for sufficiently short reservoirs (LIB < 1.5 to 2, depending on

Bib, according to the critical threshold of the Tshape parameter).

For a fixed reservoir width, the flow field changes from asymme

trical A I to symmetrical SI and then to SO as the reservoir length

is reduced. In other reserVOlr reduction leads the
field CU1YlnwtlC'\!

Figure 3 Examples ofvelocity maps. Normalized velocities V/~'es for
various flow patterns types and different reservoir geometry (a) AI: L/B

=2,B/b 8,~es l7.5mm/s,(b)Sl:L/B l.33,B/b l2,V,cs
11.6mm/s,(c)SO:L/B = 0.75,B/b = 16, v'es 8.7 mm/s (d) A2:

L/B 8, B/b = 3, v'es 46 mm/s (complete test data are available
upon request to authors)

in the

Furthermore, two reservoir configurations of "unstable be

haviour" were detected. For these configurations, tests indicated

a symmetrical flow field S 1, while others, carried out under

identical test conditions, were characterized by the asymmetric

flow pattern A 1. These configurations are included in the

instability zone of transition between the symmetric flow-field

region and the asymmetric flow-field region, which is defined

by the two critical values of the non-dimensional shape par

ameter T 4.09 and T = 4.48, as proposed by Dufresne et at.
(2010a). The flow in this transitional zone is sensitive to external

perturbations (Dewals et at. 2008) and results from the phenom

enon of bifurcation (Shapira et al. 1990): two solutions of

the Navier-Stokes equations exist, one corresponding to the

symmetric, the other to the asymmetric flow field. Outside this

instability region the flow pattern is stable, in the sense that the

type of flow field is not sensitive to external disturbances.

of the average velocity vectors were produced for all the

observed types of flow patterns (Figure 3). The time-averaged

horizontal velocity V = (u2 + v2
)l/2, calculated by interp-

of the UVP data, has been normalized by the theoretical

reservoir plug-flow velocity Q/(Bh), obtaining the non-

dll11cnsio,nal (subscript nd) velocity . at the reservoir

inflow has an average velocltv

inlet channel. For a:;yrmYletl'\C

decreases

sides of the main jet develops, occupying the entire reservoir

length, while the S1 flow field is characterized by two eddies

on each side of the main jet. In this case, the two upstream

eddies, which are smaller and slower than the two downstream

eddies, are classified as stagnation zones.

• Asymmetricflow (A I and A2), characterized by Bib> 2, and

T> 4.48. Two types Al and A2 of asymmetric flow patterns

were observed. For both, the main jet is deflected towards one

of the lateral reservoir sides, where it attaches to the wall.

Further downstream, the jet flows along the wall to the

outlet channel. This particular formation of an asymmetric

flow field in a symmetric geometry is attributed to the

"Coanda effect" (Wille and Fernholz 1965). The main charac

teristic offlow field Al is a large eddy occupying the main reser

voir portion, with two smaller eddies in the upstream separated

region. In contrast, for flow field A2, the large eddy does not

span over the entire reservoir length and downstream part of

the reservoir exhibits a channel-like flow. Dufresne et al.
(20IOa) also observed the A2 flow pattern under the same

hydraulic conditions, as indicated in Fig. 2. Herein, flow field

A2 was observed for narrow (2 < Bib < 4) and long (LIB
> 6) reservoirs. However, these tests did not include

configurations with 2 < Bib < 4 and LIB < 6. Therefore,

additional data are required to identitY the conditions necessary

for the existence of this flow field. Accordingly, the separation

line between the Al and A2 flow patterns in Fig. 2 must be

considered as a preliminary approximation.
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at large reservoir width presents a flow field that changes from
symmetric to asymmetric A I as the reservoir is narrowed.
Moving the lateral walls closer to the main jet has thus a desta
bilizing effect on the flow field, in agreement with the Coanda
effect (Wille and Fernholz 1965, Sobey and Drazin 1986,
Chiang et al. 2000). If the reservoir is narrowed, the symmetric
flow pattern becomes first unstable and then definitely asym
metric. A lateral wall proximity, therefore, can prevail over the
stabilizing effect due to the closeness of the outlet to the inlet,
which would favour the flow pattern symmetry. If the reduction
of reservoir width is taken to the extremes, the flow field regains
symmetry (A2 flow field and then channel-like flow), but now
the reservoir flow tends towards the one-dimensional channel
flow, with unifonn cross-sectional velocity distribution and
without large recirculation zones.

5 Comparison with recent experimental studies

In Figure 4, the EPFL results and these ofDufresne et al. (20l0a)
are compared. Both studies concerned flow-field typology in rec
tangular shallow reservoirs with symmetrical inlets and outlets,
and the authors partly investigated the same geometrical
domain. While velocity was measured over the entire reservoir
at EPFL, allowing to define streamlines and average velocities,
Dufresne et al. focused on the variability of the reattachment
length. A classification of possible flow patterns was also
given, by suggesting the cited criterion to distinguish between
symmetrical and aSylllluetrical flow patterns. The geometric con
figurations tested herein cover a wide range of combinations of
reservoir length-to-width ratio and expansion ratio, extending
the range of geometries tested by Kantoush, while Dufresne
et al. 's tests mainly analysed the region of transition between
asymmetric and symmetric flow fields for 2 < B/ b < 4 and 1
< L/ B < 3. Furthennore, the latter also perfonned a sensitivity
analysis of the non-dimensional parameters h/B, Rin and Fin'

Therefore, not all the data shown in Figure 4 correspond to the
same values of h / B, R in and Fin.

The geometrical (h / b or h / B) and hydraulic (R in and Fin)

parameters influence the flow-field typology. For example,
Dufresne et al. (201Oa) found that the flow field changes from

Journal a/Hydraulic Research Vol. 49, NO.3

A2 to A3 if h/ B < 0.1. Their A3 type is similar to the
flow field but characterized by a further recirculation zone
the downstream reservoir portion. To analyse exclusively
effect of length-to-width and expansion ratios, only tests

ducted under identical hydraulic conditions and h/b are
in Figure 2. Note from Figure 4 that the transition region

asymmetric to symmetric flows occurs if 1.5 < L / B <
depending on the expansion ratio, though Dufresne et al. 's
tests neither had the same hydraulic conditions, nor the
h/b ratio. The critical T values of Dufresne et al. (20l0a)
the transitional zone are confinned by the present
Further, these new results also show a channel-like flow indepen
dent of the length-to-width ratio at B/ b = 2, in agreement
Abbott and Kline (1962). In contrast, Dufresne et al. ,.."'<val

found for B/b 2.031 different flow patterns (SO, AI,
depending on the length-to-width ratio. This discrepancy
be due to the different hydraulic conditions at B / b rv 2,

namely Fin = 0.2 by Dufresne et al., while Fin = 0.1 at EPFL.

6 Conclusions

Average velocity fields and streamlines for a wide range of rec
tangular shallow reservoirs were obtained. In agreement with
previous works, different types of flow patterns were identified,
including channel-like flow, two symmetric flow patterns charac
terized by two or four large eddies, and two asymmetrical flow
patterns. Their development is due to the combined effect of
reservoir expansion and length-ta-width ratios. Additional reser
voir configurations were tested to confinn and generalize the
results. Therefore, a flow pattern corresponding to a certain reser
voir configuration can be predicted based on the non-dimen
sional reservoir length and width. Average velocity fields
indicate large gradients between the main jet and the
recirculation zones for all flow patterns, except for the reservoir
configurations which tend to the one-dimensional channel. The
agreement between the present results and those of Dufresne
et al. (20 lOa) confinns the validity of the perfonned tests
strengthening confidence in the results, as they emerge from
two independent facilities.
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Notation

flow patterns

B reservoir width
b = width of channel
F Froude number
g acceleration
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